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Vision
Traditional Values and 
Progressive Thinking for Quality 
Learning and Living

Mission 
To provide a quality educational 
experience in an environment 
that encourages and enables 
our students to succeed in a 
constantly changing world.
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Principal’s Report

Welcome to the 2017 edition of our 
Celebration of Excellence Report. 

I am delighted to be able to provide you with the 2017 
Celebration of Excellence Report which outlines a 
composite picture of the outstanding achievements 
of our beautiful students throughout the 2017 school 
year in the academic, sporting and cultural arenas 
of College life. Every year our students continue to 
amaze us with their incredible potential and innate 
desire to improve every aspect of their performance.

To commence with, I would like to acknowledge the 
remarkable achievements of our 2016 graduates. Once 
again our graduating seniors have done us extremely 
proud as a College. 35% of our cohort achieved an 
OP 1 – 5 and an outstanding 88% of the cohort 
achieved an OP 1 – 15. 100% of graduating students 
gained entry into their chosen tertiary course. This 
performance has once again placed Sheldon College 
in the top 20 performing schools in the state of 
Queensland.

2017 has seen our College again produce outstanding 
results in the national tests for Years 3, 5, 7 and 9 
under the National Assessment Program – Literacy 
and Numeracy (NAPLAN). In 2017, as in the 
previous nine years of this national test, Sheldon 
College produced outstanding mean scores compared 
with Queensland and Australia. Every mean score 
for Sheldon College across the 20 results (the 5 
aspects of Literacy and Numeracy by 4 year levels) 
was substantially above those for Queensland and 
Australia. On average across all 20 scores, Sheldon 
College with an overall mean score of 544 was 42 
points better than that for Queensland at 502 and 
37 points better than that for Australia at 507. This 
success can be attributed to our beautiful students and 
our outstanding academic staff. 

However, as you will always hear me say, standardised 
tests are but one measure of a school’s success. They 
should never be used as sole measures of a student’s 
or a school’s performance. There are so many other 
factors that go into making a school an exceptional 
place for children. Good schools have a common 
focus, high expectations, mutual respect between 
teachers and students, a personal learning program for 
each student, authentic performance assessments and 
in-depth learning. But furthermore, they must answer 
such questions as: How do students feel about their 
work, their teachers, their school? Are the teachers 
happy to work there? Is there mutual respect between 
the teachers and students? Can students talk to their 
teachers about academic and/or personal programs? 
Are students proud of their work? Do they feel safe 
at school? To what degree are parents involved in 
the school? Are they made to feel welcome? The list 
of measures is endless. But above all, a nurturing 
environment must be provided for students that 
epitomises the 3L’s of teaching – Love, Laughter and 
Learning.

Please take the time to read our Celebration of 
Excellence Report and join with us in celebrating 
the remarkable achievements of our students. We are 
so fortunate to be called to this premier profession 
of ours. What other profession do you get to touch 
the hearts, minds and souls of literally hundreds of 
students on a daily basis. How blessed are we!

Dr Lyn Bishop
Founder and Principal/CEO

Dr Lyn Bishop 
BAHons (Psych), MEdAdmin, MEdStud, MBA, 

PhD(QLD), MAPsS, MACE, FACEL, FAIM, 
JP(QUAL), AIM Professional Manager of the Year 
1999, Queensland and Australian Entrepreneur of 
the Year 2002 (Social, Community, Not‑For‑Profit 
Organisation), QUT Outstanding Alumni Award 

for Faculty of Education 2013
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2017 has seen more exciting developments in the 
facilities and resources available to the students 
and community of Sheldon College. These include 
the completion of the professional-class tennis and 
cricket facilities, the redevelopment of the Artscapes 
Precinct, and the official opening of the new Athletic 
Facilities, by The Honourable Peter Beattie AC, 
Chairman of the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth 
Games Corporation. The new IAAF certified 
facilities, include a 400m, 8 lane athletics track, 
steeplechase water jump, javelin runways, shot put 
and discus circles, pole vault and high jump facilities 
and long and triple jump areas, in addition to a new, 
immaculately drained, natural turf infield, suitable 
for rugby, football and other field sports. This was a 
wonderful way to celebrate the College’s 20th year of 
operation.

As the Chair of the Board of Sheldon College (and a 
former parent of three past students), I am delighted to 
be able to continue my association with the College. 

Establishing and developing a world-class school does 
not happen by accident. It is the collective outcome of 
leadership, teamwork, commitment to children and 
their families, involvement of community, and most 
importantly, quality teaching and learning. 

The Board of Sheldon College is proud to be part 
of the Sheldon College story. This is a story of 
vision, determination, belief, and the pursuit of high 
performance. The Board would like to acknowledge 
the leadership of Dr Bishop, and the quality work and 
commitment of her Executive and all Sheldon College 
staff. It takes a team to achieve the high benchmark 
set by the College – in Queensland, nationally and 
internationally.

Celebration of Excellence recognises the achievements 
of students – both individuals and teams. In doing so, 
evenings such as this also recognise the dedication of 
teachers, coaches, and mentors for the vital roles they 
play in enabling student success. At Sheldon College, 
interactions between staff and students are founded 
on teamwork and the values of ‘Love, Laughter and 
Learning’. 

Student success is a product of a College culture 
which prizes educational excellence and ‘being 
the best you can be’. Our students are recognised 
in the community for their dedication to work, 
their unfailing courtesy, and their determination to 
succeed, whatever their field of endeavour. We all 
draw pride from the consistently positive feedback 
we receive about our students as they showcase the 
Sheldon College values and 4 ‘C’s’ wherever they go.

In conclusion, as we come together to celebrate the 
achievements of our students, the Board extends 
congratulations to all. The Board remains committed 
to good governance and to working with College 
leadership, the College Foundation, and the Sheldon 
College community to continue to deliver the best 
possible educational outcomes for our students.

Ms Rachel Hunter 
Chairperson

Ms Rachel Hunter 
Chairperson

Sheldon College Chairperson’s Report
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A busy, productive and successful year

2017 has been a busy and productive year 
in the life of Sheldon College, with many 
successes to celebrate, facility upgrades 
and developments to savour, and Academic 
outcomes to engender pride across the 
College. 

In this report, you will read the highlights and key 
outcomes in the various Sub-Colleges and departments. 
Throughout the year, there have been many exciting 
stories, achievements, and developments – at individual 
student, staff and team levels. We would like to feature 
a sample of these outcomes, of which the College 
community is so understandably proud. 

HIGHLIGHTS 
Congratulations to the following teachers for their 
nominations in the Queensland College of Teachers, 
Excellence in Teaching Awards:

• Miss Emma Edwards
• Miss Sarah Hutley
• Mr Murray James
• Mr Joshua Long
• Miss Candace Parkyn
• Miss Vanessa Tierney

Read more about these wonderful teachers and their 
achievements at http://stories.qct.edu.au/

2016 Graduates 
• In 2016 85.4% of students at Sheldon College were 

O.P. eligible.

• We had 100% of our 2016 Year 12 students achieve 
a Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE), 9 
students achieved OP 1 or 2, 35.2% of the cohort 
received an OP 1–5 and an outstanding 87.5% of the 
cohort achieved an OP 1-15. 

• The 2016 Graduates of Sheldon College have achieved 
wonderful Tertiary placements as reflected in their 
QTAC application offers. Out of the 90 students who 
applied directly 92% received tertiary offers. 

Senior Schooling and Careers Successes 
• 2016 saw 87.5% of our Graduates receiving an OP of 

between 1 and 15.
• 100% were accepted into universities and tertiary 

institutions of their choice. 
• 99% of the graduates completed a formal qualification 

prior to graduation. 

Year 1 to 6 Highlights
• Outstanding school achievement data and NAPLAN 

results.

• Ongoing development of STEAM based 
initiatives, including the appointment of a STEAM 
Co-ordinator. 

• The introduction of a Literacy Pedagogy Coach to 
build the capacity of our teachers targeting phonics 
and spelling.

• Ongoing expansion of  
the extra-curricular 
program with UQ 
RoboCup competitions, 
Kidprenuer program, 
and the Tournament 
of Minds Mathematics 
competition.

Year 7 to 12 Highlights
• Outstanding successes across Years 7 and 9 NAPLAN 

testing including:

 o Year 7:

 � 100% of students are above benchmark in 
Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation, and Numeracy 

 o Year 9:

 � 100% of students are above benchmark in 
Numeracy 

• Our Mathematics Teams placed 2nd overall in the Qld 
Association of Maths Teachers Mathematics 
Competition and the Junior team placed 3rd overall 
in the Churchie Maths Team Challenge.

• Year 7 “My Shining Light” Project, which 
involved designing, building and selling solar lights to 
raise money for Pollinate Energy, a provider of energy 
solutions for people living in poverty.
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ASTA Highlights
• The Musical Band (made up entirely of students from 

Years 9 – 12) performed the Broadway score of “Mary 
Poppins” for the seven performances of our Senior 
College Musical at Redlands Performing Arts Centre 
in May.

• At this year’s annual Arts Academy Awards evening, 
the ASTA Award for Excellence was presented to 
Mikayla Yates.

• Ellie McBain competed in the Apex Australia Teenage 
Fashion & Arts (AATFA) competition in Western 
Australia and won the National Title in the Wearable 
Art Section - Lead Designer. Ellie was also awarded 
the very prestigious title of Creative Designer of the 
Year.  

Curriculum Arts Highlights
• Students participated in workshops conducted by the 

Queensland Ballet achieving outstanding results.

• Curriculum Drama students have enjoyed a number 
of live theatre experiences and workshops in 
Shakespearean and Physical Theatre techniques.

Performance Music Highlights
The Music program at Sheldon College continues to go 
from strength to strength in 2017 under the leadership 
of Mr David Adelt (Head of Instrumental Music) and 
Mr Adam Lopez (Head of Voice). Highlights from 2017 
include:

• Platinum Award at Music Fest for the Senior College 
Concert Band

• Adjudicator’s Award at Music Fest for Outstanding 
Percussion Section

• Eve vocal ensemble performing with Aled Jones at 
QPAC

• Numerous first and top 3 finishes at the Australian 
Percussion Championships

• First place at Redland Eisteddfod for Pizzicato Strings 
and Middle College Chorale

• Three ensembles performing at the Royal Qld Yacht 
Squadron Open Day

• Performing at Fiesta Latina at Roma Street Parklands

• A variety of community performances at Redlands 
markets.

Sport Highlights
• Rare trifecta claimed in winning all three Junior TAS 

Championship Carnivals - Swimming, Cross Country 
and Track & Field.

• Sheldon College named overall GBC Champions.

• Winning the GBC Swimming, Cross Country, and 
Track & Field Championships for the third year in a 
row.

• Claiming 29 GBC team premierships, including five 
at Open Firsts Level.

• Winning the Secondary District Cross Country and 
Track & Field Championships.

• Winning the Primary District Cross Country 
Championship.

Community Engagement Highlights
Outlined below are just a few examples of learning 
experiences from the last 12 months that have 
successfully reached our students’ hearts.

• Year 1 Spring Spectacular afforded the children the 
opportunity to set up a café and then wait on and 
entertain their parents. 

• The Year 2 event focussed on the restoration of Uno’s 
Garden, the children designed futuristic hybrid 
creatures.

• Our wonderful Fathers’ Camp Out, organised by Mr 
Scott Easdown.
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Mrs Louise Morris
Director of Teaching and 

Learning, Primary-Years 1 to 6

Years 1-6 Academic Report

“Tell me and I forget, teach 
me and I may remember, 
involve me and I learn.”  
– Benjamin Franklin

In Years 1 to 6, we have been 
committed to designing active and 
engaging learning opportunities 
for our young learners, where the 
learning is hands-on, dynamic and 
purposeful with authentic links to 
real-life and like-like experiences. 
We understand that our students 
are capable and competent to 
actively construct their knowledge 
and skills and we value the depth 
of understanding and thinking that 
can be generated when we actively 
engage our students purposefully 
in the learning process. 

This year we have also achieved new goals in the 
delivery and design of our pedagogical practice. New 
generation technologies and pedagogies, both design 
and digital have been carefully woven into the learning 
experiences. The incorporation of these tools and 
strategies have allowed us to transform the learning for 
our students. As a team of educators, we have taken great 
pride in designing innovative teaching and learning 
opportunities aligned to the philosophical approach of 
‘cutting edge practice and creative edge thinking’.
As a team of educators, we also recognise the research 
that values the importance of creating a safe, supportive 
classroom environment where strong relationships 
are developed with our students, and our students are 
nurtured and cared for. As a team, we have worked to 
ensure that we are ‘teaching with the heart in mind’.
As we reflect and celebrate the achievements of 2017, 
as a team of educators we say with great pride that our 
Year 1 to 6 classrooms were full of Love, Laughter and 
Learning. 

2017 YEAR 1-6 HIGHLIGHTS
Quality Education
Delivery of dynamic and authentic learning opportunities with strong foundations in literacy and 
numeracy and the development of 21st century fluencies. Evidenced through:

• Outstanding school achievement data and NAPLAN results, ranking higher in comparison to 
National mean scores, with large cohort growth, and a large proportion of students ranking in the 
top two achievement bands in literacy and numeracy strands.

• Ongoing implementation of a whole College pedagogical framework with a shared common 
language and understanding of highly effective teaching practices across the College targeting the 
engagement of students in the learning process.

• Ongoing development of STEAM based initiatives, which included the appointment of a STEAM 
Co-ordinator who worked collaboratively with the Primary Team of teachers to ignite a passion 
for Science, Mathematics, Technology, Engineering and the Arts. This was clearly evident by the 
students who led the annual Primary STEAM Expo. 

• Use of new generation tools, allowing for increased students interactivity in the learning including 
flipped and blended learning opportunities where the students are the content creators and where 
the teacher is the driver of the learning, and technology is used as the ‘accelerator’. 

• Design Thinking strategies implemented with new learning opportunities created where students 
were encouraged to develop the skills to inquire, ideate and implement the production of their 
thinking. 

• An ongoing commitment to create a workforce of highly skilled and reflective practitioners and 
effective teaching teams through comprehensive and targeted professional learning programs and a 
rigorous performance and development framework. The introduction of a Literacy Pedagogy Coach 
to build the capacity of our teachers targeting phonics and spelling.

• Ongoing expansion of the extra-curricular program with students having opportunities to 
participate in UQ RoboCup competitions, young entrepreneurs developing their ideas in the 
Kidprenuer program, extension opportunities for our mathematicians in the Maths Olympiad 
competition and Chinese Mandarin Cultural Immersion Club.
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Year 4 – Minecraft Modelling
Year 4 students worked on a project in Minecraft, 
apply their mathematical knowledge and skills 
of measurement, estimating, problem solving 
and shape to construct a 3D scale model of the 
Year 4 building as well as the surrounding areas. 
They applied their new knowledeg to justify the 
placement of their Garden Guardians.

Year 5 – English and Humanities 
Blood Under the Southern Cross, The 
Eureka Stockade
Year 5 Humanities students travelled back in 
time to the era of the 1850’s to discover life in the 
Australian goldfields. Students explored the way 
of life, the effects on the environment, migration 
and culture and significant political events of the 
Australian goldfields. They told the life of the 
miners, the Troopers and bushrangers by crafting 
their own ballads. ‘Gold Fever’ erupted with an 
epic re-enactment of the battle of Eureka and 
concluded in a peaceful celebration, with the local 
‘bush poets’ reciting their ballads.

Year 6 – Maths, Design Construction 
The Earth is Changing
Students explored natural disasters and the 
impact on the Earth’s surface. Students explored 
how, when and where these events took place 
and evaluated the impact and consequences on 
humans, landscape and infrastructure. Students 
then designed a dwelling as an emergency response 
strategy to a natural disaster e.g. tsunami or 
earthquake. Students applied learnings from guest 
presenters such as Orange Sky Laundry, examining 
and applying design elements and features into their 
designs and prototypes.

Year 1 – When I Caught Imaginitis
Based on the picture book ‘When Henry Caught 
Imaginitis’; the students in Year 1 discovered 
after a series of events that they too have been 
diagnosed by Professor Nutts with a bout of 
Imaginitis! Students then travelled on great 
adventures using their imagination and creativity.

Year 2 – Our Town
Based on the book The Lorax, students learned 
of the plight of the environment. The students 
designed and digitally constructed their own 
town using the Foldify App. Collaborative town 
meetings were held to determine the location and 
position of their town features then drones were 
used to photograph the towns from above.

Year 3 – Are We There Yet?
Students explored Australia, then selected their 
own location to focus on using the picture book 
‘Are We There Yet?’. Students wrote and created 
their own persuasive media, using green screen 
technology, to convince prospective travellers 
who visit the Year 3 Travel Expo, that a visit to 
their town is certainly worth it. 
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The Heads of Faculty team is 
comprised of:

• Brenton Campbell (English and 
Languages)

• Leon Van der Merwe (Mathematics)

• Colleen Palmer (Science)

• Catherine Heiner (Humanities)

• Jarrod Pleass (Health and Physical 
Education)

• Julianne Moore (The Arts)

• Simon Vaughan (Business)

• Vanessa Noonan (Technology)

This year, the Heads of Faculty have 
worked to develop the capacity of 
all academic staff in delivering a 
differentiated, student-centred curriculum. 
They have supported the sharing of 
expertise across subjects, and established 
cross-curricular links within instructional programs. 

Of course, I must also acknowledge our students’ 
outstanding commitment to their studies. Without their 
dedication and strong drive to improve, the following 
Academic Highlights would not have been possible:

• The 2017 Queensland Core Skills Test (QCS) 
was conducted on the 29 and 30 August, under the 
direction of Mrs Diane Vandermeer (Director of 
Senior Schooling). As always, student behaviour and 
attendance was exemplary, with all students providing 
positive feedback regarding their ability to engage 
with the stimulus materials and tests.

It is, without doubt, the effort of 
our exceptional academic staff 
that drive the excellent outcomes 
achieved by our students at 
Sheldon College. The Secondary 
staff at Sheldon College have 
repeatedly demonstrated a strong 
commitment to student learning 
and willingly go above and beyond 
in delivering on the College motto 
of “Academic Excellence for All”. 

To achieve this across Years 7 
to 12, the Senior curriculum is 
crafted to ensure that students 
progressively develop their insights 
into subject-specific knowledge 
and understandings, whilst also 
building highly effective study 
and metacognitive skills. Through 

a focus on active learning, the development of critical 
and creative thinking skills, as well as the purposeful 
implementation of a variety of ICTs, learning in the 
Senior College provides students with the vast array of 
skills required to be highly successful citizens of the 21st 
Century. 

Leading the teaching staff in this endeavour are the 
Heads of Faculty – the curriculum leaders who have 
steered the College to its many academic successes 
throughout 2017. This leadership team has supported, 
and challenged staff thinking regarding curriculum and 
assessment design, and worked to adopt a philosophy 
of innovation, entrepreneurialism and problem-solving 
across all subjects.

• NAPLAN testing again illustrated the excellent work 
of Sheldon College staff in explicitly addressing the 
literacy and numeracy skills of students. To summarise 
the data provided in the 2017 NAPLAN Report, 
compiled by Dr David Hughes, the outstanding 
successes across Years 7 and 9 are:

 o Year 7:

 � 100% of students are above benchmark in 
Spelling, Grammar and Punctuation, and Numeracy 

 � 99.2% of students are above benchmark in 
Reading

 � 98.5% of students are above benchmark in 
Writing 

 � Year 7 has an outstanding average of 50.9% 
of students being placed in Bands 8 or 9 
(top two bands) compared with 25.8% across 
Queensland.

Ms Peta Barker
Director of Teaching and 

Learning, Senior-Years 7 to 12

Senior Academic Report Years 7-12
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 o Year 9:

 � 100% of students are above benchmark in 
Numeracy 

 � 99.1% of students are above benchmark in 
Spelling

 � 97.4% of students are above benchmark in 
Grammar and Punctuation and Reading

 � 94% of students are above benchmark in Writing

 � Year 9’s averaged 33.7% of students being 
placed in Bands 9 or 10 (top two bands) 
compared with 18.2% across Queensland.

• Participation in the University of New South Wales’ 
‘International Competitions and Assessments 
for Schools’ (ICAS). These rigorous tests are 
undertaken by students across 20 countries, and were 
conducted with our Mathematics students in Years 10 
to 12, as well as invited participants from Year 7. With 
over 6,300 schools participating in Australia and New 
Zealand alone, our students can be very proud of their 
achievements when they are published later this year.

• Our Sheldon College Mathematics Teams again 
successfully participated in the Qld Association 
of Maths Teachers Mathematics Competition 
(where they placed 2nd overall) and the Churchie 
Maths Team Challenge (where the Junior team 
placed 3rd overall).

• HPE Week this year involved highly entertaining 
and challenging events across the College. The HPE 
staff worked tirelessly to ensure that, each day, 100+ 
students participated in – or cheered on – the various 
activities.

• This year saw the inaugural Year 7 ‘My Shining 
Light’ Project, which involved our students 
designing, building and selling solar lights to raise 
money for Pollinate Energy, a provider of energy 
solutions for people living in poverty.

• The Year 8 Chinese Immersion Day was well 
received by all, with an array of activities, food and 
performances aimed at extending student’s love for – 
and exposure to – Chinese culture.

• Our Business students were busy again this year, with 
the Year 12’s making it through to the semi-finals in 
the hotly-contested QUT Mooting Competition.

• Our Year 8 and Year 10 debating teams again entered 
the Queensland Debating Union in 2017, with 
our Year 10 team making it all the way through to 
the finals series – an outstanding effort in a very 
tough competition.

• After College Electives (ACE) activities 
continued to gain momentum in 2017. Of particular 
note is the selfless dedication of the Buddy Reader 
group (who in association with the Smith Family 
organisation) spent a considerable amount of their 
personal time reading over the phone to 
disadvantaged children across the region.

Thank you to all of the staff, students and 
parents who have worked so hard to ensure 
that 2017 has been a highly successful year. We 
are proving to be a formidable team, and I very 
much look forward to seeing the outstanding 
achievements of 2018.
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Senior Schooling Report

What makes Senior 
Schooling at Sheldon 
College outstanding?

“Now that I am in Year 
11 I am able to enrol in the 
Aviation Program that is unique 
to Sheldon College. Senior 
Schooling offers a wide variety 
of opportunities for all seniors.” 
(Steven Durick – Year 11)
“Senior Schooling creates 
many opportunities to widen 
the choice of interest for the 
future, allowing students to have 
more than just the classroom 
experience. The College provides 
a safe environment in which all 
students can excel.” (Taylah 
Brady – Year 11)

“I have been at Sheldon College since Prep and enjoy the environment. 
I have great relationships with my teachers and I believe that this 
increases my ability to learn and succeed.” ( Jackson Scullion – Year 11)

“At Sheldon College you are given great opportunities and help to 
reach your goals in Academics, Sport and the Arts. Support is always 
available from the teachers and you are taught to work successfully as an 
individual or as a team.” ( Jasmine Hain – Year 12)

“Sheldon College is a supportive and engaging environment which 
supports all sorts of career choices.” ( Jesse Tang Carrion – Year 12)
We asked our parents and students and they told us that the 
myriad of pathway opportunities and support programs provides 
for the needs of each individual. We aim to prepare each student 
with a seamless transition from their schooling years on to the 
next stage of their life’s journey. We do this through many 
pathway opportunities and support programs in the classroom 
and the workplace.
2016 saw 87.5% of our Graduates receiving an OP of between 
1 and 15 and 100% were accepted into universities and tertiary 
institutions of their choice. 99% of the graduates completed a 
formal qualification prior to graduation.

Whether it be the offer of Early Entry University programs or 
links with Business, Industry, Registered Training Organisations 
and the community or the mentoring, coaching and Work 
Experience programs, Sheldon College students have every 
opportunity to experience ‘Pathways to Success’.
Unique programs offered in 2017 include: In 2017, Sheldon 
College successfully negotiated with ACE Aviation to deliver 
an Introduction to Drones Program to Year 10 and Year 11 
students. This course gave attendees the opportunity to gain 
the foundation knowledge they will need for the Certificate III 
in Aviation (Remote Pilot – Visual Line of Sight) to be offered 
in 2018; Wesley Hospital School Internship Program 
– a week-long experience for Year 11 students designed to 
identify and support the healthcare workers of the future; 
GriffithBUSINESS School Outreach Program allows high 
achieving Humanities and Business students the opportunity to 
experience the tertiary environment and course content; Griffith 
University “After the Siren” Sports Excellence Program 
for Year 12 elite and developing athletes; Pathways to Diploma 
of Engineering offered to Year 11 Technology Studies students; 
Sheldon Scholars Program providing extension activities for 
high achieving Year 12 students; operation of the independent 
study centre, The Hub, located in the Senior Schooling office; 
the Year12 Futures Breakfast which focuses on Pathways and 
life after Sheldon College.

Senior Schooling Pathways 

Opportunities Presented to Students

Mentoring program Leadership development 

Individualised Student 
Pathways to Success 

Work Experience

Links with Universities, 
Business and Industry

Individualised SetPlan 
development

Options afternoon Access Training Program

School Based 
Apprenticeships and 
Traineeships

TAFE Queensland SkillsTech 
Pathways to Diploma in 
Engineering Program

Guests Speakers – Tertiary 
Education Centres, Business 
and Industry

Queensland Core Skills 
Preparation

Free tutorials Certificate Programs

TAFE Brisbane and TAFE 
Queensland SkillsTech
TAFE at Schools Program

Griffith University Programs 
– Business School Outreach 
Program, Elite Athletes “After 
the Siren” Program, Grip 
Leadership Program

Senior Schooling Coaching Careers Education

Registered Training Organisation (RTO) Sheldon
As a Registered Training Organisation, Sheldon College is able 
to offer our Year 11 and 12 ASTA Film students an opportunity 
to work towards the completion of a Certificate III in Screen 
and Media as part of their program.
To provide this program we are required to liaise with Industry 
Representatives giving our students the opportunity to view the 
real world of Screen and Media. We are privileged to have past 
students who have created a pathway in the Screen and Media 
industry and then return to support this program by sharing 
their industry knowledge with current students. 

Program
No. of 
Students

Qualified Teachers

Certificate III in Media 6 Mr Murray James

Other RTO’s
During 2017 we have been able to offer our students valuable 
programs through our Links with other RTOs.

Registered 
Training 
Organisation

Program Participants

TAFE Queensland 
(SkillsTech)

Year 10 Trade Taster 
Program Year 10 students

Pathways to Diploma 
of Engineering

Year 11 and 
12 Technology 
Studies students

TAFE at Schools 
Program

Year 11 and 12 
students

School Based 
Apprenticeships Year 12 students

First Aid Action CPR Course Year 11 students

Axiom College School Based 
Traineeships

Year 11 and 12 
students

Mrs Diane Vandermeer
Director of Senior Schooling

.
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all areas of the Resort, working with the Resort staff 
• Responsible Service of Alcohol Certificate.

Sheldon College Aviation and Space Academy
Sheldon College’s Aviation and Space Academy offers a range 
of programs not seen anywhere else in Australia. 
Our students are provided with unique and innovative 
opportunities to gain credentials and experience real world 
applications in the Aviation and Space Design, Drone and 
Engineering arenas.
To ensure that our students receive industry recognised 
credentials, we have strategic partnerships with ACE Aviation 
for the Drone Pilot program, Australian Wings Academy for 
the Aviation Private Pilot course and the International Space 
Design Competition organisers in the United States. 

Excellence
In 2017, 47 Year 11 and 12 students have been acknowledged 
on our website for their outstanding effort. These students are 
congratulated on their results as the standard of work required 
to achieve excellent results in Year 11 and 12 is very high.

Access Program
The Access Program was developed to provide a student-
centred, comprehensive program that enables students to 
achieve their potential in terms of the College Goals for 
Students and Student Exit Outcomes. Students acquire 
personal skills, problem solving skills, communication skills 
and application skills through Workshops, Guest Speakers and 
visits throughout the year. The Access Program also provides 
an extensive QCS Training program in preparation for the 
QCS Test sat by Year 12 students in Term 3 each year. Year 11 
and 12 students have two Access lessons each week.

School Based Apprenticeships and Traineeships 
(SATs)
Students in Year 11 and 12 who choose to engage in a 
School Based Apprenticeship or Traineeship are able to gain 
a Nationally Recognised Qualification as well as a Senior 
Statement and an OP whilst in paid part-time employment. 
48 of our 2016 Year 11 and 12 students have participated in 
a School Based Apprenticeship or Traineeship. Of these 48, 
Sheldon College employs 31, in six different industry areas. 

Industry Area
Number of 
Students

Business Administration 10

Early Childhood Education 10

Electrotechnology 1

Fitness 2

Hospitality 13

Individual Support 2

Information Technology 4

Live Production Theatre and Events 1

Media 5

TOTAL NUMBER 48

All students who have completed their Traineeship in 2017 
are acknowledged on our website.

Work Education
116 Year 11 students were engaged in Work Experience 
from Monday 3 July to Friday 7 July. This incorporated a 
comprehensive induction program and the establishment 
of links with business and industry in accordance with 
current legislation.
Throughout the year, we also had 15 students participate 
in Structured Work Experience for Apprenticeship, 
Traineeship or Nationally Recognised Training 
opportunities.

Sheldon College Senior Schooling aims to 
facilitate quality education programs and 
enhance partnerships with tertiary and other 
training organisations, business, industry and the 
community in order to provide our Senior students 
with Pathways to Success. We enjoy sharing these 
successes with you.

For further information on our Senior Schooling programs 
and to read our acknowledgements for 2017 please go to 
the Senior Schooling page on the Sheldon College Website 
(http://www.sheldoncollege.com/senior-schooling/). 

TAFE Brisbane

TAFE at Schools 
Program

Year 11 and 12 
students

TAFE Spring School 
Program

Year 11 and 12 
students

School Based 
Traineeships Year 11 students

Queensland 
College 
of Wine Tourism

Responsible Service 
of Alcohol Year 12 Chemistry 

StudentsChemistry  
Live In Program

SeaWorld Nara

Business  
Live In Program Year 11 Business 

StudentsResponsible Service 
of Alcohol

Australian Institute 
of Advanced 
Studies

School Based 
Traineeships

Year 11 and 12 
students

Evolution Training School Based 
Traineeships

Year 11 and 12 
students

The College of 
Health and Fitness

School Based 
Traineeships Year 12 students

Links with Business and other Organisations
Links with business, industry and government helps raise the 
College profile and provide opportunities for our students and 
forums to showcase outstanding achievements. Our alliances for 
2017 are acknowledged on the Sheldon College website.

Wine Tourism
Sheldon College has an established a business link with the 
Queensland College of Wine Tourism that provides our 
students with the following opportunities:
• 2 day program at the Queensland College of Wine Tourism, 

Stanthorpe
• Responsible Service of Alcohol Certificate

• Visit to local Wineries and Businesses.

Business Industry 
In 2017 we continued our business link with SeaWorld 
Resort. This link provides our students with the following 
opportunities:
• 2 day live-in H.O.T.E.L. School – students gain experience in 

.
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Mrs Michelle Lurhmann
Director of Early Learning

At Sheldon College we understand 
the importance of providing high 
quality, innovative and engaging 
learning experiences for all of 
our students – and the programs 
on offer in the Early Years, is 
where it all begins. Providing 
our children with an exceptional 
program in the beginning stages 
of their education, ensures that 
they are given a strong platform 
for their future learning. The 
teachers from the Early Years 
believe in instilling a strong sense 
of self by encouraging all students 
to participate as members of the 
wider community, built on the 
principles and core values of 
Sheldon College. The rich and 

diverse curriculum on offer enables all of the educators 
to cater for the individual needs of their students, thus 
enabling them to attain the necessary knowledge, skills 
and attitudes to become active and life-long learners. 

Wonderland
Wonderland is a fully accredited long day care centre 
that delivers an interactive play based program for 
children aged from 15 months to 5 years. Each member 
of staff engages in all aspects of the children’s learning 
and development by encouraging the children to 
explore and investigate, based on their interests and 
needs. These ‘in the moment’ teachable components of 
our program are critical in ensuring that the children 
become confident and capable learners. Our family 
friendly approach and individualised programs, make it 
an obvious choice for parents who are seeking quality 
child care.

Kindergarten 
Our Kindergarten 
program provides inquiry 
based experiences thereby 
allowing students to be the 
drivers of their education. 
Educators provide endless 
opportunities for active and 
creative engagement, whilst 
encouraging the children to 
make connections between 
their culture, community and 
the world. 

Our parent involvement this 
year has been outstanding. 
We were fortunate to engage 
the children with a number of 
‘hands-on’ experiences with our 
parent body. The staff certainly 
value the input of parents and 
appreciate their contributions. 

Preparatory 
Our Preparatory year has had a significant focus on developing innovative and 
engaging programs through the integration of an interdisciplinary curriculum 
consisting of the Arts, Science, Mathematics and Engineering. With the 
influence of technology becoming more prevalent, our Preparatory children 
have engaged in a number of integrated projects aimed at developing their 
scientific, mathematical and ICT skills. These projects have encouraged the 
children to think creatively, apply logic and reasoning concepts to evaluate their 
learning. 

Our focus on developing connections within the College community 
has reinforced the value of creating supportive, nurturing and creative 
environments that reflect the dynamic learning experiences on offer. Our Prep 
programs encourage children to take educational risks! We are confident that 
our Preparatory children will emerge this year as excited, engaged and active 
learners ready for the challenges of Year One! 

Early Learning Centre
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2017 HIGHLIGHTS
•	 Special Events: These events aim to celebrate the children’s learning, achievements and participation in our Early Years programs. This year the 

children have participated in a wide variety of events including dress up days, Sports Day, Easter Hat Parades, Circus Performances, Fathers’ Camp 
Out, just to name a few. These special events are always thoroughly enjoyed by the children and aim to enhance the learning that occurs inside the 
classroom. 

•	 Quality education: All of the Early Learning programs delivered ensure that all children experience quality teaching and learning delivered by fully 
qualified staff. It has a specific emphasis on inquiry-based learning and recognises the importance of preparing children for the next step in their 
educational journey.

•	 Parent Partnerships: Each teacher recognises the importance of developing and maintaining relationships with our parent community. Parents provide 
their time, expertise and skills to enhance the learning that takes place in the classroom. There are many avenues for communication including parent 
evenings, an open door policy, parent teacher conferences, parent roster, parent notice boards, parent information programs and newsletters.

•	 Links with the College Community: As members of our Early Learning family the children are fully immersed in the wider College community. 
Students danced up a storm at the Junior College Disco, have created masterpieces in the iLINQ makerspace, borrowed books from the Junior 
Resource Centre and collaborated with the Senior students to grow our own fruit and vegetables. We also participated in specialist lessons focused on 
music, drama and physical health and education by utilising specialist staff within our College community. 

•	 Technology: Engaging children appropriately with the use of technology is a primary objective in the Early Years program. 
Meaningful and engaging learning activities are embedded within our classrooms with the use of iPads, Apple TV’s and interactive 
whiteboards. Collaboration with the specialist technology teachers have allowed the children to have access to programs that 
encourage creative thinking and endless possibilities to represent their ideas. 

•	 Reporting: In addition to our daily interactions with parents, we provide two formal parent teacher interviews and a formal written 
report at the end of the year. In conjunction with these, there are face to face meetings, where teachers discuss student progress 
as completed in their digital portfolios. 

•	 Facilities and resources: Children access all of the College’s facilities. Classrooms are open, bright and inviting and showcase 
student learning. They all have access to kitchens, art preparation areas and dedicated playgrounds.

•	 Staff: Each classroom has a highly qualified Early Childhood Teacher with a full time Teacher Aide. Each Teacher carefully 
crafts lessons that lay the foundations for a love of learning. The teaching teams within the Early Learning program engage in 
creative innovative teaching practices, reflect on professional knowledge and understandings to create loving and nurturing 
environments for all children. 

•	 Specialists: The Kindergarten students eagerly await their weekly Health and Physical Education and Music lessons. The 
Preparatory children engage in specialist lessons consisting of two Music, one Drama, three Physical Education and one library 
lesson. Each week these students engage in lessons that are directly taught and specifically designed by specialist teachers. 

•	 Professional Development: All of the staff in Early Learning have participated in a variety of Professional Development sessions 
which have ensured they are being kept well abreast of all new initiatives and trends in the area of Early Childhood Education. 
These experiences have challenged staff to think about their pedagogy to ensure they are delivering ‘cutting edge’ programs.
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Mr John Lord
Director of Operations

College Operations

2017… a remarkable milestone in 
the College’s young history but 
nevertheless an opportunity for 
all to stop and reflect upon the 
numerous successes of the past 
20 years. As Director of College 
Operations, I have had the good 
fortune to have held this position 
for the past 16 years and during 
this time have had the pleasure 
of sharing in the growth and 
development of the campus as well 
as being witness to many ‘firsts’. 

We all lead busy lives and at times 
glaze over the unique successes 
that have shaped the trajectory of 
Sheldon College. It’s now, as we 
celebrate twenty years in operation, 
that we formally review the past 

and reminisce on the achievements and memories of 
times shared with families, colleagues and students, past 
and present.

My public congratulations must be extended to Mr 
Darren Harvey and his extensive team who have 
orchestrated the twenty-year celebrations and have 
supported many College events allowing alumni to 
return to Sheldon College and catch up with old 
acquaintances while touring the current facilities and 
admiring the educational institution it has become. 
To this end, the 2017 College Calendar has been 
extraordinarily busy with events such as; official 
openings, dinners, cocktail parties, extended musicals 
and the annual Arts Academy Awards.

I will at this point, as I do each year, acknowledge our 
amazing Corporate Staff, the many hidden faces of 
Sheldon College, who work tirelessly to support the 
teaching staff and assist with the achievement of our 
student exit outcomes. We are truly blessed to have this 
calibre of people who sincerely care about our students.

As it has been for the past twenty years, we have 
continued with our building and facilities program and 
adding to the collection of College resources. Therefore 
in 2017 we have…

• Constructed and opened the new athletics track

• Re-vamped the old Visual Art block and developed 
the new ‘Art-Scapes’ with a strong emphasis on digital 
technologies

• Laid new flooring in the amenities blocks and Science 
prep rooms

• Constructed new formal entrances, internal road 
systems, formal parking bays and student pick-up 
zones

• Added new gardens and walkways in Junior College

• Commenced replacing all lighting across the campus 
with LED lights

• Tennis courts x 6 and cricket practice nets x 4

• Continued with the external painting program across 
all buildings.

Each year we continue to add new resources and 
facilities for our students to access and after my many 
years of teaching I’m absolutely amazed at the ability of 
this College and its community to selflessly provide for 
the students.

I will continue to acknowledge the fantastic 
contributions delivered, on a daily basis, by our teachers 
and corporate staff. We are truly blessed to work in an 
environment that values the broad experiences provided 
through a twenty-first century educational climate 
where students’ lives are enriched through their active 
participation in all College events.
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Mrs Lisa Slender
Director of Student Services

Student Services

The role of the Student Services 
office is to support the growth 
and development of the ‘whole 
child’ and assist with the day to 
day management of students on 
the College campus. As a College 
we believe that all children need 
to develop the necessary skills to 
ensure that they can effectively 
and happily function in the wider 
community, as they anticipate 
life beyond the schooling years. 
We aim to assist children as they 
develop into well-balanced, healthy 
individuals who can function 
effectively as informed, active and 
engaged members of the global 
community within which they live. 

The Student Services office at the College supports 
students, parents and staff as we implement a dynamic 
and responsive pastoral care approach that promotes 
positive wellbeing for all students from Kindergarten 
to Year 12. Our staff, along with the Year Level 
Co-ordinator team, work to promote the College’s 
high standards in Dress and Appearance, Conduct and 
Individual Scholarship and Work Habits. All students 
across the 3 sub-Colleges are encouraged to take pride 
in themselves and their individual achievements. We 
promote a philosophy of traditional values as we teach 
all students the need for good manners, respect for 
others and themselves, whilst accepting responsibility 
for their actions. 

Student Support 
Student Services supports the physical, social and 
emotional development of all students. This was 
achieved in 2017 in the following ways: 
• Meeting with individual students and groups 

of students to review their academic and social 
progress. 

• Meeting with parents to discuss students’ social 
development and to provide strategies to enhance 
the development of their positive social skills. 

• Providing support and guidance in relation to 
positive behavioural management of students as they 
develop and grow as respectful individuals.

• Assisting students in need of support. 

• Monitoring student attendance data and student 
movement during the College day. 

• Development and implementation of an effective 
pastoral care program for all students across the 
College. 

• Review and implementation of the Education 
Adjustment Programs for all students with differing 
needs. 

Parent Support 
Sheldon College values the opportunity to work 
in partnership with the parents and families of the 
College community. We believe that if the College 
can work in conjunction with the home, we can 
work far more effectively to achieve the best possible 
outcomes for individual students. 

Staff Support 
The Student Services office works very closely 
with all academic staff to support the most effective 
educational outcomes for all students. Support for 
staff in 2017 has included: assisting staff to establish 
and maintain effective relationships with all students, 
whilst implementing a positive pastoral care 
program that supports the goals of the wider College 
community. 

Curriculum Support 
Student Services supports the curriculum through 
the development and implementation of our Pastoral 
Care program. This program is known as the Achieve 
Program or Personal Health and Development 
Program in the Middle and Senior Colleges. 

Pastoral Care at Sheldon College ensures our 
students are provided with opportunities to develop 
their skills in areas such as time management and 
organisation, conflict resolution, positive friendship 
making, effective communication, cyber safe practices, 
relationship education, leadership and drug education. 

The College camping program this year has continued 
to support the values of the College Pastoral Care 
program as students were given the opportunity to 
participate in a range of outdoor and environmental 
activities whilst building positive staff and peer 
relations.
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Mr Rick Samuels
Director of Community 

Engagement

Community Engagement

“Telling stories is as basic 
to human beings as eating. 
More so, in fact, for while 
food makes us live, stories 
are what make our lives 
worth living.” — ‘On Stories’, 
Richard Kearney

Viewing our experiences as 
unfolding narratives or stories 
enriches our lives, fills us with 
expectation and provides us with 
the opportunity to appreciate 
the environment in which our 
stories take place. Story is also 
the medium through which 
traditions, culture and values are 
transferred and upheld. This applies 
specifically to a school like ours in 

which participants invest financially and emotionally to 
belong.

Each individual child, in a sense, is also a compelling 
story that is constantly being written. Achievements 
and individual milestones are in effect highlights of 
their personal storyline in a series of chapters all about 
academic success, wellbeing and finding fulfilment and 
purpose in life. Accordingly, when a child is at school, 
essentially we have two stories that intersect and overlap 
– the child’s story and the school’s story.

Therefore, I would like to outline some of the various 
events and experiences that have taken place over 
the last 12 months that provide the context in which 
stakeholders –students, parents and staff – can work 
to progress positive outcomes for children and young 
people. Doing so enables us to appreciate the traditions, 
culture and values we are all working to uphold for 

we share a belief that to dilute such things would be to 
lessen the quality of the child’s experience or “story”. 
These open-ended events have allowed for multiple 
entry points for each child to develop into a person of 
strength and virtue.

At the end of the year Junior Showcase, for our 
Preparatory to Year 5 students, focussed on critical 
points in history as set to the timeless songs of the 
Beatles. Students were able to reflect on aspects 
of human life that have remained constant. Girls 
especially commented on women being able to use 
their personal power to good effect without sacrificing 
their femininity, however they chose to define that 
femininity. One of the subtexts of the learning the 
children were exposed to was to focus on the student 
exit outcome of positive and realistic self-esteem. Our 
Showcase story fostered such development.

Our New Parents’ Evening is a happy, reflective event 
where the history of Sheldon College is explained 
and parents plan how they can contribute to College 
life to benefit their children – yet another case of the 
individuals in a community adding to the community’s 
story. Our Assemblies that focussed us to express 
gratitude for our Mothers and Fathers, explicitly 
reminded us what it means to be a good man and a good 
woman in a constantly changing world.

During the Year 7 Canberra Trip, as students learn about 
the history of our nation’s capital and its connection to 
our current way of interacting, they come to understand 
that the 4C’s are an authentic way of navigating modern 
life. One of the ‘Nine Values for Australian Schooling’ 
has been identified as giving others a “fair go”. Each 
stop along the way focussed on that value and this 
encouraged our students to reflect on the equitable 
treatment of others. High quality citizenship strengthens 
the fabric of communities – still another example of an 

individual’s personal story adding to the quality of the 
community’s story.

This year, the Year 1 Spring Spectacular used the 
narrative of “The Gruffalo” as its basis. Through song, 
dance, choral speaking and the act of serving others, our 
delightful Year 1’s conveyed the book’s main message: 
that life is like an obstacle course so you need to develop 
skills on how to deal with obstacles. Four themes were 
teased out and lovingly presented where we were all 
reminded of the importance of friendship, appreciation, 
courage and direction. This also linked to another of 
our exit outcomes with children planning on how to 
become self-directed learners.

At the twenty year mark, the story of Sheldon College 
continues to be written with the constant being that 
wonderful balance between traditional values and 
progressive thinking that produces quality learning 
which in turn leads to quality living. Each child’s own 
growth or story is nurtured and developed in that 
context – the two stories intersecting and overlapping 
with the children benefiting. 

Mr Rick Samuels
Director of Community Engagement

.
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Australian School of the Arts (ASTA)

Sheldon College’s Australian School of the 
Arts is known for setting benchmarks across 
all Arts disciplines, with extensive on site and 
industry training and skill building in Dance, 
Drama, Media, Music, and Visual Arts.

Correlating with our comprehensive curriculum 
program, the Australian School of the Arts runs a 
co-curricular program second to none. All five Arts 
areas are strongly represented amongst student choices 
as subjects to study within their academic program and 
we are again very proud of the superb results that our 
students have achieved. 

The Australian School of The Arts (ASTA) comprises 
performance ensembles and students who participate 
across all arts disciplines. In addition to these ensembles, 
the ASTA Academy program provides user pays after 
hours classes in the disciplines of Dance, Drama, Visual 
Arts and Music. This ensures that the Arts at Sheldon 
College provide magnificent opportunities for our 
students.

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
Dance
• The 2017 Just Dance event was proudly brought home as part of the College’s 20 Year Celebrations. The 

Sheldon Event Centre was impressively transformed into a 500 seat theatre to host the event, where a 
20 Year flavour was evident in the staging and production elements, including glitter cannons during the 
finale. We also warmly invited back previous Dance Captains who have been responsible for shaping and 
leading the dance program at Sheldon College.

• Following the success of Just Dance, we are excited to announce that our Semester 2 dance event will form 
part of our inaugural Middle College Arts Festival on Saturday 4 November.

• Our ASTA Dance Academy Performance Troupes achieved great outcomes again this year at the following 
Eisteddfods:

o	 BPAC – 3rd Place Junior Jazz and Senior Jazz / Very Highly Commended Hip Hop 

o	 Redlands – 1st Place Entertainment and Lyrical / 2nd Place Junior Jazz / Highly Commended 
Hip Hop and Contemporary

o	 DanceLife Unite – 1st Place Entertainment / 3rd Place Senior Jazz / Highly Commended Hip 
Hop and Contemporary

• Given these outstanding results, the Entertainment, Senior Jazz, Contemporary and Lyrical troupes proudly 
represented Sheldon College at DanceLife Nationals in Sydney in September.

• The Queensland Ballet ran a series of workshops for students in Prep to Year 12 in order to expose 
students to ballet technique and repertoire. 

Drama
• This year’s Senior College Musical production of “Mary Poppins”, staged at the Redland Performing Arts 

Centre in May, was once again a highly professional opportunity for our Musical Theatre students. All 
seven shows were sold out in record time. In celebration of 20 Years of Musical Theatre, the “Making of 
Mary” documentary was created, covering the behind the scenes musical journey from cast selection to 
final performance. In addition, two Musical Alumni events were hosted at RPAC, welcoming past Musical 
students back to enjoy the performance.

• Our annual Drama Night performances were enjoyed both in person and via live streaming again this year. 
Our guest artist, Barbara Lowing, provided industry feedback to our talented performers (students in Years 
9-12). Year 12 students Chloe Crick and Jan Krawczyk were selected by Barbara as the standout performers 
on the evening. 
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• Mr Tomkins and our Theatresports team achieved our best result yet, by making it through to the semi-finals in the Queensland Youth 
Theatresports Challenge. 

• Under the leadership of Miss Lauren Cossettini and Mrs Jenni Zeelie, our three production groups (featuring students in Years 1 to 8) are 
all working very hard on this year’s productions; Beauty and the Beast Jr, Agatha Rex and The Wizard of Oz. Parents and friends of our 
talented students were fortunate to see a sneak peak of these productions in June. We are excited to present these performances at our 
inaugural Middle College Arts Festival scheduled for Friday 3 and Saturday 4 November.

Film and Television/Media – ASTA FTV
• The 10th Annual Reel Awards were held at our very own LINQ Precinct for the first time this year. This event allows us to acknowledge 

and celebrate the outstanding achievements of our students in the art of filmmaking and associated disciplines.

Performance Music
• The Musical Band (made up entirely of students from Years 9 – 12) performed the Broadway score of “Mary Poppins” for the seven 

performances of our Senior College Musical at Redlands Performing Arts Centre in May.

• More than 50 students were selected for the State Honours Ensemble Program. 

• Our annual “Night At The Movies” Concert in July, featured performances by most of our Senior Ensembles. 

• Rugby Australia again invited Sheldon College to provide outside entertainment at the Australia v New Zealand Rugby Test in 
October.

• Outstanding results were achieved at the Australian Percussion Eisteddfod in Sydney, as well as for both Strings and Vocals at the 
Redlands Eisteddfod.

Visual Art
In addition to a comprehensive and dynamic Visual Arts curricula, additional opportunities offered to our Visual Art students included:

• Senior College Visual Art Exhibition – Graduating the Year 12 artists and acknowledging individual students’ accomplishments

• Redlands District Creative Generation Exhibition – Paris Brotherton and Ellie McBain’s art work selected 

• Year 11 Mixed Media Painting Workshop - led by Redlands Artist, Gloria Clay

• Year 10 Master Class with Kylie Ingold – Powerful Portraits

• Ellie McBain competed in the Apex Australia Teenage Fashion & Arts (AATFA) competition in Western Australia and came away with the National Title in the 
Wearable Art Section - Lead Designer, she was also awarded the very prestigious title of Creative Designer of the Year.  

• Junior Art Workshops (JAWS) and Middle College Art Workshops (MCAWS) provided both our Junior and Middle College students access to artists to extend 
their passion for their art work. These courses culminated in exhibitions that showcased our student’s creative responses. 

• This year also saw the conversion of the Visual Art Studios into the LINQ Precinct-Artscapes, an exciting new building that will foster the creativity of the College.

Ellie McBain
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Australian School of the Arts (ASTA) 
‘Professionals Program’

Mr Darren Harvey
Director of ASTA

‘Professionals Program’
The Australian School of the Arts 
(ASTA) Professionals Program 
has once again had confirmed 
success with over 100 students 
enrolled across the Schools of 
Combined Performing Arts, Film 
& Television and Visual Art. 

This audition-based program aims 
to provide unparalleled creative 
learning experiences for all students 
involved. It requires a complete 
commitment to the art form and 
ensures that each and every student 
achieves their artistic potential. 
The Professionals Program has 
once again produced Sheldon’s 
best artistic students with many of 
them achieving great results at this 

year’s Arts Academy Awards. We achieved our objective 
of creating and nurturing resilient, confident, creative, 
passionate and compassionate individuals. These young 
people have married their love for, and talent in the 
Arts with their regular Academic program, producing 
outstanding results across both fields. 

Staff associated with the Professionals Program share 
a passion for their Art and a passion for teaching and 
achieving excellence with their students. These staff 
members include: 

School of Combined Performing Arts (CPA)
• Acting – Mr Darren Harvey, Mr Alastair Tomkins, 

Mr Jacob Ballard

• Dance – Miss Jessica Hughes

• Voice – Miss Rachel Head, Mr Adam Lopez,  
Mr Jacob Ballard

School of Film and Television 
• Mr Murray James, Mr Steven Maxwell

School of Visual Art 
• Mrs Cathy Sculley, Mrs Robyn Foster,  

Mr Chris Lambert.

ASTA Professionals students were also involved in 
numerous workshops and masterclasses presented by 
Industry Experts including RAW Dance Company, 
Dan Beetson (Longform Theatre Masterclass), Scott 
Christensen (Painting Workshop), Kathryn Marquet 
(Script Workshop), Jessica Kirkham (Song Writing 
Course), Dr Ira Seidenstein (Stage Movement 
Masterclasses), Claire Walters (Voice Masterclasses) and 
Julie Mikeska (Stage Make-Up Masterclass).

PROFESSIONALS
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2017 HIGHLIGHTS 
• At this year’s annual Arts Academy Awards evening, the ASTA Award for Excellence was presented to Mikayla Yates.

• We had 29 Year 12 ASTA students graduate across the Schools of Combined Performing Arts, Visual Art and FTV.

School of Combined Performing Arts (CPA)
• ASTA Professionals students performed in the ‘Mary Poppins’ Musical at the Redlands Performing Arts Centre in 

May, with all seven shows selling out in record time.

• 2017 saw us continuing with the decision to allow Year 9 and 10 CPA students to make their own ‘elective’ based 
study choices during Semester 2, thus empowering them to focus-in on an area of the arts that they particularly 
desire, ensuring a combination of a focused approach and an eclectic learning experience.

School of Visual Art 
• ASTA Art Exhibition showcasing work from JAWS, MCVAS and ASTA students held in the SLC and well supported 

by contributors, outside organisations, the parent body and tutors.

• JAWS and Middle College Visual Art Studio (MCVAS) were run once again as part of our Professionals Program 
this year, expanding to offer a course to our Year 1 and 2 artists. Each term the budding young artists had the 
opportunity to participate in an exhibition. 

• ASTA Senior Professionals this year saw a range of materials and techniques explored as a part of the core program 
with artists Chris Lambert and Robin Foster. In addition, a number of local Artists demonstrated their particular 
skills and shared their passion with the students through a series of Masterclasses, culminating in an excursion to 
GOMA.

School of Film and Television 
• During Semester 1, Film & Television students gained experience with industry equipment, including: Tricaster 

Vision Switcher, Sony HD5P Video Cameras, Remote Control BRC PTZ Cameras, and a Steadicam stabilising system. 

• Students have been involved in the following Outside Broadcast Productions (requiring filming/video/graphics/
montage work): Assemblies, Arts Academy Awards, Celebration of Excellence Ceremonies, Graduation Ceremony, 
Induction Ceremony, Fairytale Ball, Anzac Day Ceremony, Senior College Musical, ‘Just Dance’, Junior College 
Showcase and many others.

• ASTA FTV Professionals were awarded with a Nationally Recognised Certificate III in Media with exposure to 
industry productions, equipment and software when working as part of ASTA FTV Professionals.

• ASTA FTV Professionals were involved in the production of video blogs for Sheldon College and the ASTA Website.

School of Fashion and Costume Design 
• 2018 will see the creation of the ASTA School of Fashion and Costume Design, headed up by our new part-time 

Costume Co-ordinator.
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Mrs Amanda Powell
Head of Secondary Sport

Mr Scott Easdown
Head of Primary Sport

Sport

2017 HIGHLIGHTS
• Rare trifecta claimed in winning all three Junior TAS Championship Carnivals - Swimming, Cross Country and Track 

& Field

• Sheldon College named overall GBC Champion School

• Winning the GBC Swimming, Cross Country, and Track & Field Championships for the third year in a row

• Claiming 29 GBC team premierships, including five at Open Firsts Level

• Running the inaugural Twilight Inter-House Track & Field Carnival, using our new athletics facilities

• Winning the Secondary District Cross Country and Track & Field Championships

• Winning the Primary District Cross Country Championship

• Hosting the 10 to 12 Years Bayside District Track & Field Carnival (40 schools in attendance)

• Introducing our new Sport Mascots, our Lion and Lion Cub

• Claiming five main season Basketball Club Premierships

• Claiming the Under 14 Girls’ Touch Football Club Premiership

• Exclusively invited to attend the 2018 Gold Coast Commonwealth Games Ambassador Launch ceremony 

• Successful Friday afternoon Year 1 to Year 3 sporting program offering a range of sporting development 
opportunities for all students 

• Portia Bourke, Sine Finnegan, Ellie-Ann Green, Isabella Harris, Millie Himmelberg, Jamie Hiscock, Lara Walker and 
Emily Witt received Highly Commended Awards in the ACHPER Queensland Schoolgirl Athlete of the Year Awards

• Danielle Bayes, Keeley Belford, Georgia Lane, Sarah Millar and Alekzander Zwolsman selected in Queensland 
Emerging Talent Basketball teams to tour the USA

• Lara Walker represented Australia in the Junior World Tennis Championship Qualifiers in Thailand, which led to 
participation in the ITF World Junior Tennis Finals in the Czech Republic, where Lara’s Australia team reached the 
quarter finals

2017 has been a year of 
individual, team and College 
sporting successes.

Sheldon College again affirmed 
its dominance in The Associated 
Schools (TAS) Junior TAS and 
Greater Brisbane Conference 
(GBC) competitions. Our 
students represented the 
College with pride and 
distinction and were challenged 
both as individual performers 
and within their teams to 
achieve to their athletic 
potential. The College has 
accomplished remarkable 
results across the board and 
it has been a pleasure to 
host so many schools on our 
amazing campus and beautiful 
sporting facilities. We have 
been delighted to see so many 
students achieve our 2017 
objective of feeling inspired 
to participate and strive 
for personal success, with 
record numbers of students 
participating in interschool 
sporting competitions, 
regardless of ability or prior 
experience. This was most 
evident with Sheldon College 
being the only GBC school to 
field a team in all divisions of 
each sport throughout the year.

Success continued beyond 
Junior TAS and GBC 

interschool competitions into the Bayside District arena. 
As a result of the outstanding coaching programs run 
by the Sheldon Academy of Sport, we were this year 
successful in claiming three District Championships, 
being for Secondary Athletics, Secondary Cross 
Country and Primary Cross Country, while placing 
second at both Swimming carnivals and at the Primary 
Athletics event.

In addition, the College’s Basketball program continued 
to cement its position as one of the strongest in the 
Brisbane Southern Districts club competition, while our 
girls had the opportunity to represent the College in 
Redlands Touch Football Association competitions.

In celebration of the remarkable facilities on offer 
at the College and to commemorate 20 years of 
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operation, Sheldon College Sport held the inaugural 
Twilight Inter-House Track & Field Carnival on the 
newly completed, world class athletics track. It was a 
spectacular event showcasing the spirit and pride of all 
Houses as well as the exceptional talent of our athletes.

In addition to Club and TAS Competitions, Sheldon 
College was also represented at a range of open age 
interschool competitions including Queensland 
Champion Schools Basketball, Volleyball Queensland 
Schools Cup and Queensland Secondary Schools 
Tennis, along with many other teams contesting state 
championships for their age groups.

A substantial number of Sheldon College students 
have again earned selection in representative teams in 
their chosen sports this year. Large numbers of our 
students gain selection to represent Bayside District, 
with many going on to represent Met East Region, 
Queensland and even School Sport Australia.

The success of Sheldon College Sport would not 
occur without the tireless contribution of the many 
staff, coaches, parents and volunteers involved. 
A special thank you must go to our Sports 
Administrator, Mrs Kerry Rilen, for her diligence 
and assistance in ensuring the Sports Office 
operates smoothly. Other special mentions must 
be given to the following staff, who without their 
passion for coaching and achieving excellence, the 
results achieved in sport would not be possible:

• Head Athletics Coach – Mr Ben Norton

• Head Swimming Coach – Mr Alex Jordan

• Basketball Co-ordinator – Mrs Judy Lane

• Head Coach, Touch Football Club – Mr Pat 
Carroll

• GBC Co-ordinators: Mr Jarrod Pleass, Mr 
Jake Alchin, Mrs Joanna Trotter, Mr Brenton 
Campbell, Miss Brogan Hunter, Mr Scott Jacka 
and Mr Chris Niven.

GBC Junior Rugby

JTAS track and field carnival winning team

Bayside Secondary Cross Country Champions

JTAS Netball
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Mr David Savage
Director, Academy of Sport

Sheldon Academy of Sport

Following sustained growth 
and success in sport, and 
in line with significant 
infrastructure investment 
made in sporting facilities, 
this year saw Sheldon College 
launch the Sheldon Academy 
of Sport.

The Sheldon Academy of Sport 
brings together the College’s 
professionally coached sports of 
Athletics (Cross Country and 
Track & Field), Swimming 
(Squads and Learn to Swim), 
Tennis and Triathlon (including 
the Triathlon Australia School of 
Excellence program).

The incredible facilities available to the Academy include: 
our IAAF certified, floodlit 400 metre synthetic athletics 
track; six world class, LED floodlit, hard tennis courts; 
an 8 lane heated outdoor swimming pool; our enclosed 
commercial learn to swim centre; a cross country running 
track; and a modern, well equipped gymnasium.

The primary goal of the Sheldon Academy of Sport is to 
provide fantastic opportunities to enable students to reach 
their full sporting potential within the safe and supportive 
Sheldon College environment. While facilities play an 
important role in all of this, the most critical aspect is 
of course our coaching staff. We are fortunate to have 
assembled an incredible team of Head Coaches within the 
Academy, each of whom is highly technically proficient 
and well regarded in their field, and always has the best 
interests of their athletes at heart. These Head Coaches 
(Ben Norton, Alex Jordan, Jake Alchin and Matt Bury), 
along with our Learn to Swim Manager (Sarah Gale), are 
to be congratulated on the wonderful job they do every 

day in leading our Academy programs.

Further to the highlights you will read below, 2017 
has been a strong year for participation growth within 
Academy sports. Our brand new tennis program already 
services over 150 students per week, while this year has 
seen strong growth in swimming squad numbers, along 
with continued client growth in our Learn to Swim 
Centre. Meanwhile, the addition of our new athletics 
track has elicited very strong support for our highly 
successful athletics programs, and a number of promising 
athletes have this year entered our triathlon program.

The Sheldon Academy of Sport also caters to the 
College’s adult community, with tennis programs as well 
as swimming, running, cycling and triathlon sessions 
available to interested parents, staff and alumni.

We look forward to further growth in the Academy next 
year and to seeing our students develop into the best 
athletes they can be.

Official track opening

Will Morris
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2017 HIGHLIGHTS
• Launch of the Sheldon Academy of Sport.

• Completion of our IAAF certified Athletics Track and associated facilities.

• Appointment of our inaugural Head Tennis Coach and launch of our full service, Tennis 
Queensland affiliated tennis program.

• Sheldon College defeating the reigning female World School Cross Country champion team to 
claim Queensland’s sole representative place at the National Championship qualifier for next 
year’s World School Cross Country Championships.

• Sheldon College ranked the number one P-12 school at the Queensland All Schools Cross Country 
Championships for the third year in a row, claiming six team medals, including gold in the 13 Year 
Boys’ and 14 Year Girls’ events.

• Coaching our interschool Swimming, Cross Country and Track & Field teams to historic clean 
sweeps of the Junior TAS and Greater Brisbane Conference (GBC) championship carnivals, along 
with multiple District Championships.

• Will Morris winning the Under 18 2000m steeplechase at the Oceania Athletics Championships 
in Fiji, setting a new championship record. Will also claimed bronze in the 1500m event at that 
same international meet, and more recently broke another record while claiming gold in the 
steeplechase at the Queensland School Sport Championships.

• Jamie Hiscock winning gold in the steeplechase and bronze in the 1500m at the Athletics Australia 
Championships in Sydney and gaining individual selection to represent Australia at the World 
School Cross Country Championships in Paris next year. Jamie also won the steeplechase at the 
Queensland School Sport Championships, with a time that ranks her within the top 18 Under 18s in 
the world for this event.

• Ella Peters winning the High Jump and Long Jump at the Queensland School Sport 
Championships.

• Lachlan Cornelius winning the Queensland School Sport 13 Years Cross Country Championship 
and being joined as a Queensland School Sport representative for this event by Max Hooper and 
Sam Heeremans.

• Hayley Partridge representing Queensland at the School Sport Australia Triathlon Championships 
and gaining selection into Triathlon Queensland’s Under 20 team.

• Max Hooper winning gold in the 13 Year Boys’ event at the Queensland All Schools Cross Country 
Championships.

Queensland Cross Country Champions at the National Titles in Hobart
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Performance Report

In 2017, Sheldon College 
once again produced 
outstanding results in the 
national tests for Years 3, 5, 
7 & 9 under the ‘National 
Assessment Program – 
Literacy and Numeracy’ 
(NAPLAN).

This set of nationally devised 
common tests for all Australian 
students in Years 3, 5, 7 & 9 are 
conducted annually (the first 
being conducted in 2008) to assess 
students in five aspects of literacy 
and numeracy: Reading, Writing, 
Spelling, Grammar & Punctuation 
and Numeracy.

Common Scale
The raw scores for student achievement are standardised 
to a common scale for all year levels in order to show 
each student’s progress from one testing period to the 
next. Typically, for each student, the scaled score in 
any one aspect will increase as the student progresses 
through the year levels. The scaling parameters for each 
year level are devised such that across Australia, for all 
students in Years 3, 5, 7 & 9, the average scaled score 
will centre at approximately 500. Average (mean) scaled 
scores at Years 3 & 5 will typically, be lower than 500 
and at Years 7 & 9, the mean scaled scores will typically, 
be higher than 500.

Bands
For each aspect, a student’s scaled score is banded on a 
scale from 1 to 10. Typically, as each student progresses 
through the year levels, the band assignment for each 
aspect will increase by one or two bands on each 
successive test period. Minimum expectations for all 
Australian students (benchmarks) are defined in terms of 
these bands. Band ranges and benchmarks for each year 
level are as follows:

Year 3 Bands 1 to 6 Band 2 represents the national 
minimum standard

Year 5 Bands 3 to 8 Band 4 represents the national 
minimum standard

Year 7 Bands 4 to 9 Band 5 represents the national 
minimum standard

Year 9 Bands 5 to 10 Band 6 represents the national 
minimum standard 

Group comparisons
As well as providing valuable information to students 
and their parents at an individual student achievement 
level, the results can be used to track changes from 
one year to the next in each aspect of each year level at 
school and state levels.

A fair picture of a school’s performance can be gleaned 
from analysis of:

• What happens in the middle of a distribution of scaled 
scores (average or mean scaled scores)

• What happens at the top (percentage of students in the 
top two bands possible in their year-level)

• What happens at the bottom (percentage of students 
who reached the national minimum standard).

Mean Standardised Scores (what happens at 
the middle)
In 2017, as in the previous nine years 2008 to 2016, 
Sheldon College produced outstanding mean scores 
compared with both Queensland and Australia. Every 
mean scaled score for Sheldon College across the 20 
results (5 aspects and 4 year levels) was substantially 
above those for Queensland and, with the exception 
of Year 5 Writing, Australia. On average across all 20 
scores, Sheldon College with an overall mean score of 
544 was 42 points better than that for Queensland at 502 
and 37 points ahead of Australia at 507.

In terms of year levels, Sheldon’s best results were at 
Year 7 with Sheldon College producing an average 
score of 583 across the five aspects, an outstanding 48 
points better than that for Queensland at 535 and 43 
points better than that for Australia at 541.

In terms of aspects, Numeracy and Reading were 
Sheldon’s best performances in 2017 with average scores 
across the four year levels being 51 points ahead of the 
Queensland mean of 507 for Numeracy and 46 points 
superior to Queensland with an average of 511 for 
Reading.

Dr David Hughes
Performance Management 

Co-ordinator
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NAPLAN Mean Standardised Scores 2017
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Percentage of Students in the top two bands for each Year level.

Year 3 Year 5 Year 7 Year 9

Sheldon Queensland Australia Sheldon Queensland Australia Sheldon Queensland Australia Sheldon Queensland Australia

Reading 71.1 48.7 51.5 65.7 35.3 36.9 52.3 26.7 29.1 34.2 18.8 21.0

Writing 60.3 37.2 44.7 23.8 12.6 15.9 32.8 14.0 16.6 21.8 12.7 15.4

Spelling 63.9 42.4 45.5 37.1 31.6 34.2 55.8 30.5 33.0 32.2 19.1 22.2

Grammar and Punctuation 80.2 55.0 55.7 48.6 32.9 34.3 48.1 27.1 28.7 30.5 20.6 19.4

Numeracy 59.4 36.0 39.6 52.9 25.7 27.8 65.7 30.9 32.9 49.6 19.8 24.0

Average for each Year Level 67.0 43.9 47.4 45.6 27.6 29.8 50.9 25.8 28.1 33.7 18.2 20.4

Percentage of Students in the top two bands 
for each Test across all Year Levels

Sheldon Queensland Australia

Reading 55.8 32.4 34.6

Writing 34.7 19.1 23.2

Spelling 47.3 30.9 33.7

Grammar and 
Punctuation

51.9 33.9 34.5

Numeracy 56.9 28.1 31.1
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Performance Report

Benchmarks (what happens at the bottom)
For each year level, the national minimum standard 
(benchmark) is: Band 2 (or above) for Year 3; Band 4 
(or above) for Year 5; Band 5 (or above) for Year 7 and 
Band 6 (or above) for Year 9. In 2017, Sheldon College 
can again boast outstanding results in terms of the 
proportion of students meeting or exceeding these set 
benchmarks.

At Sheldon College, 100% success rate for meeting 
or exceeding the national minimum standards was 
achieved in:

• Reading, Spelling, Grammar & Punctuation and 
Numeracy in Year 3

• Reading, Spelling and Numeracy in Year 5

• Spelling, Grammar & Punctuation and Numeracy in 
Year 7

• Numeracy in Year 9

Other outstanding benchmark results include:

• 99.1% for Writing at Year 3

• 97.1% for Grammar & Punctuation at Year 5

• 99.2% for Reading and 98.5% for Writing at Year 7

• 99.1% for Spelling and 97.4% for both Reading and 
Grammar & Punctuation at Year 9.

NAPLAN Percentage Students in Top 2 Bands 2017

YEAR 3  -  Bands 5 and 6
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Top Two Bands (what happens at the top)
The two highest national assessment band at each year-
level shows the number of students who demonstrate 
excellence in the NAPLAN tests. The top two bands 
for each year level are: Bands 5 & 6 (or above) at Year 3, 
Bands 7 & 8 (or above) at Year 5, Bands 8 & 9 (or above) 
at Year 7 and Bands 9 & 10 (or above) at Year 9.

In the top two bands, Sheldon produced excellent 
results overall with an average across all 20 measures (5 
aspects and 4 year levels) of 49.3% of students meeting 
this standard compared with 28.9% for students in 
Queensland.

In terms of year levels, Sheldon’s best comparative 
results were at Year 7 with Sheldon College having an 
outstanding average of 50.9% of students being placed 
in Bands 8 or 9 compared with 25.8% for Queensland 
Year 7 students. All other year levels also produced 
exceptional averages compared with Queensland. Year 
3 produced an average of 67.0% in Bands 5 or 6 (or 
better) compared with 43.9% for Queensland. Year 5 
produced an average of 45.6% in Bands 7 or 8 (or better) 
compared with Queensland at 27.6%. Year 9 produced 
an average of 33.7% in Bands 9 or 10 compared with 
Queensland at 18.2%.

Performance Report

.
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Comparing School performances with 
Queensland and Australia
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting 
Authority (ACARA)reports annually on the ‘My 
School’ website the comparison between each school’s 
results (mean standardised scores) for each of the twenty 
measures compared with those of ‘All Australian 
Students’. The process used is one that converts the 
school’s mean standardised score to a ‘standard normal 
score’ commonly referred to as a ‘Z Score’. This ‘Z 
Score’ is then used to categorise a school’s results 
as: substantially higher, higher, similar, lower or 
substantially lower than the mean standardised score for 
Australia.

Similarly, the results of each Queensland school can 
be compared with ‘All Queensland Schools’. To be in 
the ‘substantially higher’ bracket for say Queensland, a 
school would need to produce a Z Score at least as high 
as one that would be comparable with the 69th percentile 
(approximately) for all Queensland students. Similarly, 
to be in the ‘higher’ bracket, a school would need to 
produce a Z Score at least as high as one that would be 
comparable with the 58th percentile (approximately) for 
all Queensland students.

Using these measures, Sheldon College’s ratings for 2017 
compared with Queensland and Australia are illustrated 
in the following tables:

WRITING

2017
Sheldon 
Mean

Qld 
Mean

Qld Comparison Aus 
Mean Aus Comparison

Year 3 436 402 Substantially higher 414 Higher

Year 5 484 461 Higher 473 Similar

Year 7 544 503 Substantially higher 513 Higher

Year 9 581 539 Higher 552 Higher

Average 511 476 Higher 488 Higher

GRAMMAR AND PUNCTUATION

2017
Sheldon 
Mean

Qld 
Mean

Qld Comparison Aus 
Mean Aus Comparison

Year 3 492 437 Substantially higher 439 Substantially higher

Year 5 526 496 Higher 499 Higher

Year 7 591 538 Substantially higher 542 Substantially higher

Year 9 605 574 Higher 574 Higher

Average 554 511 Substantially higher 514 Higher

READING

2017
Sheldon 
Mean

Qld 
Mean

Qld Comparison Aus 
Mean Aus Comparison

Year 3 478 425 Substantially higher 431 Substantially higher

Year 5 551 503 Substantially higher 506 Substantially higher

Year 7 588 540 Substantially higher 545 Substantially higher

Year 9 610 575 Substantially higher 581 Higher

Average 557 511 Substantially higher 516 Substantially higher

SPELLING

2017
Sheldon 
Mean

Qld 
Mean

Qld Comparison Aus 
Mean Aus Comparison

Year 3 452 409 Substantially higher 416 Higher

Year 5 524 497 Higher 501 Higher

Year 7 585 546 Substantially higher 550 Higher

Year 9 606 577 Higher 582 Higher

Average 542 507 Substantially higher 512 Higher

NUMERACY

2017
Sheldon 
Mean

Qld 
Mean

Qld Comparison Aus 
Mean Aus Comparison

Year 3 447 402 Substantially higher 409 Substantially higher

Year 5 534 490 Substantially higher 494 Substantially higher

Year 7 609 549 Substantially higher 554 Substantially higher

Year 9 639 585 Substantially higher 592 Substantially higher

Average 557 507 Substantially higher 512 Substantially higher

.
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Exce�ence

Exce�ence Honour Ro�
2017 MIDDLE & SENIOR COLLEGE

CELEBRATION OF 

Senior College Awards
Senior College Dux

Elizabeth Fisher

Senior College Citizenship Award
Tara Alcorn

Caltex All Rounder Award
Matthew Lane and Ashlyn Dwyer

Australian Defence Force Long Tan  
and Team Work Awards

Jackson Slender (Year 12)

Rachel Howse (Year 10)

Outstanding School Based  
Apprentice/Trainee

Victoria Wells

Year 12 Award Recipients
Subject Excellence

English – Shreyasi Baruah

Ancient History – Shreyasi Baruah

Modern History – Bronte Whitlock

Geography – Adam Field

Economics – Bronte Whitlock

Legal Studies – Jared Deck

Mathematics A – Scott Millar

Mathematics B – Elizabeth Fisher

Mathematics C – Elizabeth Fisher

Chemistry – Elizabeth Fisher

Physics – Elizabeth Fisher

Biology – Ryan Evans

Business Management – Aryan Hebbandi

Physical Education – Jackson Slender

Technology Studies – Jackson Slender

Visual Art – Ellie McBain

Dance – Taylah Brady

Information Processing and Technology – Elizabeth Fisher

Drama – Laura Dower

Music – Bronte Whitlock

Film, Television and New Media – Jack Vernon

Music Extension – Chloe Crick

Year 12 Gold Awards
Tara Alcorn, Shreyasi Baruah, Taylah Brady, Nicola Bristol, 
Paris Brotherton, Sarah Chalmers, Joshua Clay, Chloe 
Crick, Jared Deck, Laura Dower, Ashlyn Dwyer, Hannah 
Egan, Ryan Evans, Omar Ezzat, Adam Field, Elizabeth 
Fisher, Jarred Fuller, Aryan Hebbandi, Olivia Henwood, 
Matthew Lane, Charleen Machingura, Taylor McAlpine, 
Ellie McBain, Nicola McNamara, Phoebe Nicholson, 
Mary Pillai, Chelsee Pople, Jackson Slender, Sienna 
Smiley, William Stewart, Emma Tracy, Jack Vernon, Bronte 
Whitlock

Year 12 Silver Awards
Caitlyn Ariel, Bayley Beaumont, Jack Cowlishaw, Neve 
Daniel, Phoebe De Araugo, Rachel Deakin, Ellia Dobbs, 
Shaun Earp, Jessica Emerson, Maddison Genrich, Lachlan 
Gibson, Tristan Hinschen, Jan Krawczyk, Dominik Kregar, 
Scott Millar, Kelsey Strang, Piper Sutherland, Jesse Tang 
Carrion, Lauren Van Maarseveen, Victoria Wells, Laura 
Wyatt

Year 12 Bronze Awards
Heleyna Askin, Lachlan Blair, Breanna Blane, Ralleigh 
Cain, Sophie Eves, Benjamin Jackson, Kelsey Jackson, 
Caitlyn Jolly, Nicole Jonsson, Paisley Monttinen, Harrison 
O’Bryan, Thomas Raj, Georgia Robinson, Lauryn Watson, 
Aliya Yildirim, Melita Zambelli

.
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Exce�ence

Exce�ence Honour Ro�
2017 MIDDLE & SENIOR COLLEGE

CELEBRATION OF 

Year 11 Award Recipients
Academic Excellence

Thomas D’Arcy and Jackson Scullion

Subject Excellence
English – Thomas D’Arcy

Ancient History – Chelsea Lambert

Modern History – Jake Davies

Geography – Sean Tsao

Economics – Thomas D’Arcy

Legal Studies – Jake Davies

Mathematics A – Bianca Thomsen

Mathematics B – Thomas D’Arcy

Mathematics C – Thomas D’Arcy

Chemistry – Jackson Scullion

Physics – Thomas D’Arcy

Biology – Jackson Scullion

Business Management – Sarah Nichols

Health Education – Jasmyn Romyn

Physical Education – Jamie Hiscock

Technology Studies – Thomas D’Arcy

Visual Art – Jasmine Godfrey

Dance – Tara Finnegan

Information Processing and Technology – Tayah Hoekwater

Drama – Brooke Szych

Music – Sean Tsao

Film, Television and New Media – Tayla MacNair

Year 11 Gold Awards
Thomas D’Arcy, Jake Davies, Shannon Feakes, Paige 
Harten, Jamie Hiscock, Mitchell Jenkinson, Thomas 
Koster, Chelsea Lambert, Udani Liyanage, Tayla MacNair, 
Lucy Martin, Tayla McGrath, Will Morris, Sarah Nichols, 
Logan Redstall, Jasmine Renny, Jackson Scullion, Daniel 
Strube, Brooke Szych, Sean Tsao 

Year 11 Silver Awards
Eloisa Biggs, Kyle Colburn, Lara De Bruyne, Zac Eliasaf, 
Tara Finnegan, Katelin Gale, Ellie-Ann Green, Ryan 
Harrison, Tayah Hoekwater, Jack Hose, Shaun Howse, 
Ryan Hunter, Jacob Johnson, Ellie Lawson, Izabella Lloyd, 
Neave Moore, Thomas Murden, Aisling O’Byrne, Jasmyn 
Romyn, Anushka Sainani, Anna Sideris, Bailey Smith, 
Callum Stevens, Dayna Wilson 

Year 11 Bronze Awards
Hayden Abel, Rowan Bowyer, Connor Bradfield, Nathan 
Clews, Sophie Clucas, Alana Fraser, Tess Gillson, Jasmine 
Godfrey, Paiton Hilliard, Grace Jones, Heath Larnach, 
James Lergessner, Samuel Light, Enya Norbury-Green, 
Hayley Partridge, Emma Pearse, Jordan Robertson, 
Lachlan Taylor, Bianca Thomsen, Carl Zambelli 

Year 10 Award Recipients
Academic Excellence

Jenna Rainbird

Subject Excellence
English – Jenna Rainbird

Advanced Mathematics – Rachel Lawie

Core Mathematics – Jessye Ager

Mathematics B – Zoe Moran

Science – Jenna Rainbird

Humanities - History – Zoe Moran

Humanities - Geography – Jenna Rainbird

Health and Physical Education – Rachel Howse

Visual Art – Jessica Childs

Music – Zoe Moran

Drama – Ellen Warner

Dance – Jenna Rainbird

Media Studies – April Beak

Business Education – Jenna Rainbird

Design and Technologies – Rachel Lawie

Indonesian – Alice Wilson
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Year 10 Gold Awards
Scott Chamberlain, Debby Chien, Ophelia Doughty, 
Mikayla Farnsworth-Sempf, Taige Hooper, Rachel Howse, 
Rachel Lawie, Bence Major, Zoe Moran, Jenna Rainbird, 
Ellen Warner, Lara Whitlock, Alice Wilson, Laura Woods, 
Mikayla Yates

Year 10 Silver Awards
Jessye Ager, April Beak, Abbey Brookes, Jessica Childs, 
Benjamin Chuc, Joshua Church, Sebastian Crisini, Caitlin 
Deck, Brett Fernandes, Kyla Johnson, Callum Jones, 
Matthew Mather, Gracie McClintock, Catalina Meldrum, 
Adam Millar, Keaydan Pham, Madhuri Pillai, Emily Russell, 
Thomas Sultana, Felix Van Vugt, Alysse Wever

Year 10 Bronze Awards
Adriaan Breytenbach, Madison De Luca, Maddison Evans, 
Jean-Luc Fuller, Liam Henry, Hannah James, Joshua Kelly, 
Isabella Kregar, Clara MacGregor, Matthew Pernice, Ethan 
Schofield, Cody Sharpe, Brooklyn Slender, Josephine Sok, 
Kristopher Toombs, Georgia Wruck

Year 9 Award Recipients
Academic Excellence

Sigrid Mather

Subject Excellence
English – Sigrid Mather

Mathematics – Harry Towner

Science – Erin Koster

Humanities - History – Harry Towner

Humanities - Geography – Sigrid Mather

Health and Physical Education – Mikayla Hoekwater

Chinese – Zijian Gong, Harry Towner

Visual Art – Phoebe Vallance

Music – Sigrid Mather

Drama – Angelina Bourke

Dance – Lauren Nichols

Media Studies – Isabella Harris

Business Education – Lauren Nichols

Digital Technology – Samuel Bowden

Design and Technologies – Riley Hoekwater

EDIS – Hunter Whitlock

Year 9 Gold Awards
Samuel Bowden, Isabella Harris, Mikayla Hoekwater, 
Leahrose Hooper, Jamie Jack, Erin Koster, Georgia Lane, 
Paige Loveday, Sigrid Mather, Sinead McBrien, Sarah 
Millar, Callum Moore, Lauren Nichols, Imogen Parker, Ella 
Rhodes, Elani Richardson, Alexandra Richardson, Harry 
Towner, Chloe Turner, Phoebe Vallance, Caitlin Wehl, 
Sophie White, Hunter Whitlock, Riley Whitlock, Lara 
Wilson, Tina Wu 

Year 9 Silver Awards
Madison Bennett, Angelina Bourke, William Broadby, Sian 
Brock, Ian Eilander, Kaitlyn Evans, Waldo Fourie, Georgia 
Geusebroek, Rachael Harling, Tiana Hinschen, Ashleigh 
Hockey, Robert Humphrey, Lauren Hunter, Bianca Ibrahim, 
Kallista Kellow, Emily Monk, Claire Murden, Trent Neilson, 
Grace Newlands, Bridie Nielsen, Joshua Pinti, Samantha 
Porter, Ebony Rayner, Kara Ryan, Alberta Shaw, Alexander 
Vyner, Alekzander Zwolsman

Year 9 Bronze Awards
Phongsathon Beard, William Bye, Emma Callaghan, 
Ronan Cooper Trow, Benjamin Dixon, Claire Durick, Zijian 
Gong, Olivia Harwood, Makayla Ho, Jack Horridge, Lara 
Jones, Isabella Lee, Lachlan McBain, Ella Monteret, Jesse 
Raine, Isabella Roach, Alicia Rogers 
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Middle College Awards
Middle College Dux 

Riley Niven

Middle College Citizenship Award
Jessica Thomsen

Year 8 Award Recipients
Subject Excellence

English – Kaelan Durham

Mathematics – Lachlan Andrews

Science – Sam Trotter

Humanities – Talia Chapman

Health and Physical Education – Sabrina Lawson

Chinese – Aleksija Vuksan

Digital Technologies – Innis Hooper

Media Studies – Alana Warner

Visual Art – Mia Madsen

Music – Ambrus Major

Drama – Alana Warner

Dance – Natalia Hines

Year 8 Gold Awards
Keeleigh Anderson, Lachlan Andrews, Lian Baker, Ava 
Bevis, Georgia D’Arcy, Kaelan Durham, Jade Ferguson, 
Nicholas Fisher, Liam Forbes, Natalia Hines, Clay 
Hitchcock, Innis Hooper, Maddison Kickert, Sabrina 
Lawson, Ambrus Major, Hayden McKillop, Riley Niven, 
Zunairah Sinha, Jared Smith, Ryan Stocker, Sam Trotter, 
Alana Warner, Isabel Williams

Year 8 Silver Awards
Taylah Ashcroft, Jackson Bailey, Madelize Breet, Lauren 
Butler, Onur Candemir, Talia Chapman, Ashley Edgar, 
Kaela Lowry, Nicholas Robinson, Aidan Rowe, Kayden 
Swanson, Lauren Taylor, Shea Unwin, Aleksija Vuksan, 
Patrick Yu 

Year 8 Bronze Awards
Camryn Beaumont, Rebecca Carmichael, Jacob 
Ciuffetelli, Sine Finnegan, Elke Hamson, Samuel 
Heeremans, Breckin Hockings, Jack Jones, Ashley Lano, 
Mikayla Michalakellis, Ashleigh Mullins, Kelli Oldfield, Ella 
Pratt, Ella Pryde, Amity Sharpe, Aimee Stevens, Jessica 
Thomsen, Raasi Venkatesh, Timothy Vernon, Gabrielle 
Wearne-Norman, Kaitlyn Williams, Emily Witt, Richard Wu

Year 7 Award Recipients
Academic Excellence

Brandon Keel

Subject Excellence
English – Brandon Keel

Mathematics – Lehan Ling

Science – Alivia Hollis

Humanities – Sophie Smith

Health and Physical Education – Sion Kim

Chinese – Lehan Ling

Technologies – Lehan Ling

Visual Art – Ryan Rudge

Music – Maia Steele-Alston

Drama – Daniela Costa Teixeira

Dance – Joshua Thompson

Media Studies – Joshua Thompson

.
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Year 7 Gold Awards
Ashleigh Bennett, Trace Boland, Rian Brennan, Ella 
Broadby, Daniela Costa Teixeira, Brooke Dunford, Paige 
Evans, Noor Ezzat Sarakeby, Phoebe Hall, Cody Hawkins, 
Alivia Hollis, Jonny Holmes, Amaya Johnson, Lila Joubert, 
Brandon Keel, Sion Kim, Lehan Ling, Jessica Moore, 
Jasdeep Renny, Kaya Richardson, Taylor Sankey, Milly 
Slade, Sophie Smith, Joshua Thompson, Lara Zambelli

Year 7 Silver Awards
Fletcher Andrews, Matthew Ariel, Charlotte Chamberlain, 
Casey Cooper, Hamish Drysdale, Madeleine Dugdale, 
Abbee Gosley-Fuller, Jasper Hamilton, Mia Harris, Max 
Hooper, Holly Jones, Cooper Jones, David Kehoe, 
Brayden Kirby, Summer Lees, Clare Monk, Thomas 
Neale, Cameryn Phillips, Ryan Rudge, Ella Schliebs, 
Isabella Sopp, Maia Steele-Alston, Bonnie Taylor, Georgia 
Tennant, Isabelle Treasure, Olivia van Gool, Riley Watson, 
Nelson Wu

Year 7 Bronze Awards
Kye Bailey, Shaylea Bradford, Anton Bull, Oscar Cornelius, 
Tara Davis, Kirsten Fraser, Max Garside, Brooklyn 
Haberfield, Rebecca Harman, Michelle Huang, Hannah 
Jenkinson, Alexander Leggatt, James MacDonald, 
Dylan McBrien, Tahlia McCloskey, Emma McManimm, 
Bailey Meares, Jett Newton Kely, Lachlan Norton, 
Boston Purdey, Aiden Shaw, Chuan Shi, Elise Smith, Luke 
Stachowicz, Sinéad Swartz, Samuel Van Aken, Jin Wu

Year 6 Award Recipients
Zoe Beith, Imogen Belford, Noah Bevis, Brodie Blaser, 
Edward Boniface, Jacques Breet, Kai Brooks, Rielly 
Chapman, Finn Church, Lauren Ciuffetelli, Dylan Cowley, 
Mekayla Dillon, Caitlin Drury, Trey Durham, Matthew 
Durick, Sophie Element, Travis Goddaer, Anthony 
Gollé, Jazlin Goodhew, Mia Harvey, Vinuki Herath, 
Georgia Hicks, Aaron Hockey, Chobe Hockings, Kaedon 
Hoekwater, Thomas Kelly, Amy Kepper, Jasmin Lane, 
Madeline Lano, Hamish Larnach, Tatum Longhurst, 
Jordan MacDonald, Anders McAlpine, Conor McCreath, 
Amelia McDonald, Vadin McDonald, Coby McGill, 
Erik Moller, Hannah Monk, Timothy Morante, Victoria 
Morrison, Jada Nayef, Drew Neilson, Pavneet Nijjar, 
Vladislav Nikitin, Stefan Parnreiter, Ruby-Summer Peat, 
Oscar Peupelmann, Anais Pink, Maxwell Prowse, William 
Reece-Anderson, Daniel Renouf, Ashlyn Romyn, Andrew 
Schwantes, Hannah Schwantes, Monica Schwantes, Liam 
Smith, Jacob Stead, Rhys Swanson, Sommer Sylvester, 
Jacob Telford, Jemma Thompson, Mikel Tokiyawa, Zoe 
Trott, Indiana Turner, Mia van Oostrum, Sudesh Vedha, 
Freddie Watmough, Olivia Wells, Lily Wigan, Bryson 
Williams, Ella Wilson, Jaycee Wilson, Madison Witt, Tayla 
Zipp

Year 5 Award Recipients
Max Alpar, Joshua Baladi, Taj Bell, Riley Bennett, Caelyn 
Britz, Zali Campbell, Jo Chang, Riley Charlton, Fletcher 
Copper, Clarisse Deck, Taylor Dixon, Jack Galamaga, 
Talei Godbold, Miller Haberfield, Kata Hamilton, Sophie 
Hamilton, William Hamilton, James Joubert, Rogan Keel, 
Isabella Kenny, Stephanie Kenny, Emily Koina, Abby 
Kubenk, Angelique Liversage, Charlotte Lowson, Daniel 
Luo, Ryder Mabb, Gregory MacNair, Matthew Maher, 
Flynn Mather, Isla McCreath, Rio Mearns, Kelsey Mentz, 
Lilly Montgomery, Reece Morgan, Vienna Neilson, Lucy 
Norman, William O’Donovan, Mackenzie Olney, Dylan 
Pinti, Katie Renouf, Jack Richardson, Keana Roth, Piper 
Rudge, Jade Scullion, Jessie Shearer, Hannah Spink, 
Jacob Stachowicz, Luke Strader, Sophie Thomsen, Regan 
Turner, Zoe Vallance, Matthew Wilks, Dexter Williams, 
Darcie Young
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Arts Academy Awards
Actor of the Year

Jan Krawczyk

Actress of the Year
Chloe Crick

Instrumentalist of the Year
Justin Zheng

Female Vocalist of the Year
Chloe Crick

Male Vocalist of the Year
Kyle Colburn

Dancer of the Year
Taylah Brady

2D Multi Media Artist of the Year
Paris Brotherton

3D Interdisciplinary Media Artist of the Year
Ellie McBain

Technical Producer of the Year
Jack Vernon

Director of the Year
Jack Vernon

Best Emerging Artist of the Year
Hannah James

Gold Award
Chloe Crick

Middle College Cultural
Zephram Chambers

Senior College Cultural
Tara Alcorn

Asta Award For Excellence
Mikayla Yates
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Sheldon College 

Taylor Road 
Sheldon Queensland 4157

PO Box 1188 
Capalaba Queensland 4157

Phone 07 3206 5555
F 07 3206 5588

E enquiries@sheldoncollege.com

www.sheldoncollege.com


